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The paper presents the newly developed approach to the sea bottom recognition and identification,
which uses inverse jiltering techniques to extract bottom scattering properties from a single-beam
echosounder signal. Using simple physical model, the developed inverting procedure al/ows to remove the
influence ol pulse shape, beam pattern and model geometry upon the backscattered echo. 11permits to
obtain the seabed impuIse response which is directly relaled to the function deseribing the angular
dependence of bottom reverberation coefficient. Various direct and iterative inverse methods can be
applied lo the mentioned problem. The results of testing the method using echoes from several bot/om types
are in agreemenl with the predictions of theoretical models. Moreover, the proposed bottom c1assification
procedure uses simp/e parameters of deconvolved function and the obtained classification results are better
than those oj other bottom idenlification methods oj norma/ incidence.

1. Introduction

Acoustic methods of bottom characterisation
have known advantages, as they are non-invasive
and more cost effective than other methods, e. g.
using geological cores. The methods of so ca1led
normal incidence - which use the backscatter data
from a single-bearn echosounder - have achieved
special attention, due to their simplicity,
accessibility and versatility. They can involve
several approaches such as:

• measurement of energy ratio of the first and
second bottom echo [2],

• comparison of theoretica1ly modelled and
measured echo pattems [l], [7], [lO],

• anaIysis of a set pararneters of the echo envelope
using eluster anaIysis [3], artificiaI neuraI
networks [6], (9) or fuzzy logic [6],

• evaluating the fractal dimension of echo
envelope [4] or deconvolved bottom impulse
response [5].

The authors propose the novel approach to the
sea bottom identification, which uses the newly
developed inverse filtering techniques, previously
successfully applied to the indirect in-situ fish target
strength estimation [8].' Assurning the simple
physical model of surface scattering of acoustic
signa1 on the seabed, application of the inverse
filtering allows to remove the influence of sounding
pulse shape, bearn pattem, propagation loss and
model geometry upon the received single-beam
echosounder echo. As a result we obtain the
inforrnation about bottom spatial scattering
properties expressed in an angular variability cif its
surface reverberation coefficient, what may be then
used in the bottom type classification.

2. Formulation of the problem

Consider the echosounder signal with pressure
time dependence

pet) = P.{t).cos(27ifot), (l)
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where lo is the carrier frequency and p,(t)
is the envelope. The transmit/receive beam
pattem is assumed to be b(lf/, rp) = b(rp), where

If/ E (0° , 360°) - azimuth angle, rp E (0° , 90°) -
incident angle. The signal is emitted vertically
downward the sea bottom and beam pattem does not
depend on the azimuth angle If/. Due to high
operating frequency of echosounder (120 kHz), the
signal is believed to be scattered only on bottom
surface and the volurne scattering effects are
neglected. To derive the expressions relating
received echo envelope to the angular dependence
of bottom backscattering coefficient as well as the
sounding pulse shape and beampattem, the authors
used the simplified version of model described in
[7] and assurned:

- the absence of the large scale bottom roughness,
what means that bottom relief is smali compared
with the model geometry, so the bottom may be
treated as approximately flat,

- the domination of noncoherent component in
backscattered signal,

- the attenuation coefficient in water a = O and the
absence of refraction in water colurnn.

Under the assurnption of a scattered signal
noncoherence, the received echo intensity is the sum
of echo intensities from all infinitesimal scattering
elements dS of insonified bottom surface area S. The
echo from a given scattering element dS must be
weighted by squared beampattern b2(9)) and

spherical spreading lass factor -;., where R is the
R

distance from transducer to dS.

The transmitted echo intensity is proportionaI to
its squared pressure envelope p; and the received
echo intensity is proportional to the received
squared pressure envelope (varying slowly in time)
with the same coefficient ofproportionality. Then, if
p; is constant during entire sounding pulse, the
squared echo envelope denoted by y(t), may be
expressed by integral [7]:

where ss( rp) is the bottom surface reverberation
coefficient for rp as an angle of incidence and
seattering, defined as a ratio:
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where lo is the incident wave intensity and 1s the
scattered wave intensity measured at the unit
distance from the unit scattering surface.

To obtain the scatteriog impulse response of the
bottom, it was more convenient to derive first the
bottom unit response and then use it to obtain the
impulse response. Assume that the emitted signal
envelope bas the shape ofHeaviside unit step:

{
l for t 2 tolU)=
O for t < to

(4)

rather then the Dirac delta pulse OCt). In the case of
unit step, where p; = l for whole semi-axis of

t 2 to ' the squared echo envelope het) is:

(5)

In this ease, at a given moment t an echosounder
insonifies the bottom area of the shape of a circle
with radius Pmox(t), while in the case of Dirac pulse
only the are of this circIe would be insonified (see
Fig. l for comparison of l(t) and OCt) signal
spreading and Fig. 2 for geometry of the problem).
The radius p ma:.< is

(6)

where H is bottom depth and the distance Rmox is
related to the time t from the beginning of the echo
by

et
Rmax = H +2'

where c - the sound speed in water.

Substituting the double integral in (5) by
iterative integration in polar eo-ordinates (p, If/),
where dS = fX/fX/If/, we obtain:

(7)

(8)

(2)

The distance R from the transducer to the
scattering element dS is related to the time t from

.. f h etthe beginning o ec o by R = H + -, and the
2

distance p from element dS to the scattering circle
center is

(3)
(9)

Iocluding the above relations for substitution of p by
time and tntegrating along If/ yields



h(t) = nr;Ś b2(tp)Ss(tp)( H + C;rdr
o .

a)

b)

Fig. l. Vertical crossections o! water column and
parts of flat bottom (boldfaced) insonified by
sounding signals in the case of: a) delta
pulse S(t): an arc in water column and two
points on line representing bottom, b) unit
step l(t): circular sector in water column
and segment on line representing bottom

transducer

dS

~s--C~~JV'
sea bottom

Fig. 2. The geometry of the problem.

Because of the assumption of the approximately
(10) fiat bottom, the incident angle tp for a wave ray

scattered on a given surface element dS is strictly
related to the time of its echo return by:

Htp(t) = arccos--c-t
H+-

2

(11)

and therefore b2 and s, functions mayaiso be treated
as functions of time. To obtain the impulse response
ket) of considered system, we have to differentiate
the eq. (10) with respect to time:

ket) = dh(t) =
dt

= 7rcb2
[tp(t)]ss[tp(t)J(H + ~r (12)

Now let us denote the known function

7rCb2[tp(t)](H +~rby w(t). Then

k(t) = w(t)s,[IP(t)] (13)

and the system response for arbitrary given input
signal with squared envelope denoted by x(t) is
given by convolution integral:

y(t) = x(t)*k(t) =
(14)

Assuming pulse and echo shape x(t) and y(t) as
well as w(t) function to be known, the unknown
function ss(tp) describing bottom scattering
properties, may be obtained by deconvolution (in
time domain) or using inverse filtering procedure
(in frequency domain).

3. Windowed Singular Value Decomposition

The solution of the considered problem can be
obtained by application of both direct inverse
methods: Windowed SVD, Regularisation, Wavelet-
Waguelette Transform, and iterative methods:
Maximum Entropy, Expectation- Maximisation-
Smoothing [8]. In this first approach, the authors
have chosen the Windowed SVD method.

Assuming finite length of all functions in (14)
and discretising the time dornain, functions x(t).
y(t), wet) and ss[tp(t)] may be substituted by vectors:
x = [Xl, ... , XMf, Y = [yl, ... , YM+N.lf, w = [WI, ... ,
Wuj, s = [SI, ... , suf. Then the equation (14) may be
written in matrix form:

y =Xs, (15)
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where X is the kernel matrix constructed as folIows:

X]WI

X2W] X]W2

x2w2 Xlw3

x= xMw] ~w3

xMw2

XMw3

o

o

The solution s may be obtained by pseudo-
inverting of matrix X by WSVD algorithm:

x = USxVT = [U]diag(Sxj)[vT]

X* = US~IVT = [U)diag(I1SXj)[vT]

where the matrices U and V are orthonorrna1 and
their columns are the left and right singuJar vectors
of X respectively, and the diagonal matrix Sx
represents the singuJar values S. i of matrix X in
non-increasing order.

Because the problem is ill-posed, it was
necessary to introduce weights Wj to prevent the
solution from being unstable due to division by
smalI singuIar vaIues of X:

x* = US;IVT = [U]diag(1f; I S. i)[ VT] . (18)

The simple selection of weights in WSVD was
used in the form of truncation: W,= O for these
singular values Sx j, which are less than the greatest
singular value S.I multiplied by 0.001, W, = l for
the others.

4. Results

Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the sample
results of backscattering coefficient sS<ąJ) and its
logarithmic equivalent - surface backscattering
strength S, = 1OIog(ss) reconstruction by inverse
filtering applied for acoustic echoes from three
di:fferent types of bottom: soft mud, soft sand and
rock. The data were acquired on Lake Washington
with the use of thedigital DT4000 echosounder
with operating frequency 120 kHz, pulse length 0.4
ms and sampling frequency 41.66 kHz. In order to
decrease the influence of random effects (generated
by vessel's pitching and rolling), the packages of 10
consecutive echoes were averaged prior to the
inverse procedure applying.

There are visible differences between inverted
sS<(jJ) and SS<(jJ) functions for particular sea
bottom types, as well as their agreement with
models predictions [7], at least in their main,
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decaying part. For harder bonom, the inverted s,
functions have greater values, especially near the
angle of normal incidence, where s, coefficient is
positively related to reflecnon coefficient for idea1ly
flat interface. Moreover, for harder bottom, which is
usua1ly more rough than softer bottom, the obtained
sS<ąJ) function decays later and more slowly with rp
increasing than for more soft bottom, what in agree
with models predictions indicates greater roughness.
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Fig. 3. SampJe reconstructedjunctions: a) s.(rp) and

b) S,(rp) = 10\og(s,) by WSVD inverse
filtering jor echoes from three types of
bottom.

Some oscillations of obtained functions within
regions of their lower values for greater incident



angles are probably due to periodic (Fourier-type)
character of eigenfunctions used in SVD
decomposition method. This method does not also
guarantee that inverted function would have only
non-negative values, specially in regions where it is
close to zero.

In addition, the bottom classification procedure
based on two parameters of inverted backscattering
strength function S.( rp), was proposed and tested by
constructing the 2D plots of these parameters values
d.istributions for particular bottom types. The first
parameter was defined as the mean slope of the
main, decaying part of backscattering strength
function:

where a is the slope of the best fit line for the region

of rp E (3°, go) of S.( rp) in a sense of a minimum

mean-square error. Referring to modeis mentioned
in [7], it may be treated as the bottom roughness
indicator.

The second parameter was defined as the s,
coefficient value for the angle nearest zero:

P2 = ss(first sample)

as bottom hardness indicator related to the flat
interface reflection coefficient.

The plots of PI and P2 parameters distributions
were constructed both for all echoes in the dataset
and for selected 20% echoes with the highest
rnaximal amplitude level believed to return from the
most normal incidence of sounding pulse, in order
to investigate and remove the influence of the ship's
pitching and rolling during the data acquisition.
The Fig. 4a contains the 2 plot of PI and Pi for
echoes frorn entire dataset and Fig. 4b contains the
PI and Pz d.istribution for selected 20% echoes with
the highest maximal amplitude.

It is easily seen from both parts of Fig. 4, that
obtained PI and P2 values for particular types of
bottom are consistent with expectations. In general,
harder bottom has greater values of hardness as well
as roughness indicator. The particular bottom
c\asses are very well separabie in the case of 20%
echoes with the highest amplitude.

Echoes from muddy bottom have significant1y
different P, as well as P2 values than echoes from
sandy and rocky bottom. However, while c1asses of
rock and sand are well separabie on the basis of Pz
parameter, they have quite sirnilar distributions of
PI. It may be related to the fact, that in absolute
domain, echo envelopes from rocky and sandy
bottom do not differ much from each other in a
sense ot time domain primary features, like echo
main part length. The applied WSVD method,

which gives the results smoothed by applying the
truncation of singular kemel rnatrix vaIues, is not
very sensitive to the small scale features ot
investigated echo envelopes.
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Fig. 4. The obtained ;zD plots of parameters: PI =
s/ope of (he best line fit for the region

of rp E (3° , 8°) of S.( rp) function and

Pz = ss(first samp/e) values distributions for
particular 3 types of boftom: a) for echoes
from entire dataset, b) for se/ected 20%
echoes with the highest amplitude /evel.

In the case of all echoes in dataset, the P, and P2

parameters have more wide distributions and echoes
from rocky and sandy bottom are partially confused.
It seerns to be the result of ships' pitching and
rolling, what caused the deviation of sounding pulse
direction from norrna1 to the bottom and influenced
the returning echo level.

In the end, it must be pointed out, that simplicity
of presented model assumptions involves the
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necessity of· care in the results interpretation.
In reality, the inverted slip) function need not be s,
itself. It may be the sum of s, and volume scattering
coefficient s; or it may be the convolution of this
angular dependence of reverberation coefficient
with the large scale distribution of depth H within
the insonified area, as mentioned in [7].
Nevertheless, even when taking these effects into
account, it is also possible to draw some important
concIusions about bottom properties by analysing
the inverted functions,

5. Conclusions

In this work, the bottom impulse response was
derived in simple form, what allows to apply the
inverse fiItering for extracting the sea bottom
reverberation coefficient dependence on the incident
angle - from the single-beam echosounder echo.
The results obtained for actual echoes from three
types of bottom are consistent with predictions of
theoretical modeIs. It allowed for deveIoping the
bottom type identification method based on two
simple parameters of inverted function. The
obtained 2D plots' results are better than those of
other known normal incidence seabed identification
methods. However, the larger amount of data should
be used for method verification.

It may be pointed out, that in the method
development, more advanced theoretical
assumptions should be considered, both, referred to
the model and to resuIts interpretation. On the other
hand, appIication of different inverse filtering
methods, like Regularisation, Maximum Entropy,
Expectation-Maximisation-Smoothing ar Wavelet-
WagueIette Transform, should be considered. What
is more, the use of wideband or multifrequency data
would be interesting.
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